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Based on first-principle calculations and k·p model analysis, we show that the quantum anomalous
Hall (QAH) insulating phase can be realized in the functionalized hematite (or α-Fe2O3) nanosheet
and the obtained topological gap can be as large as ∼300 meV. The driving force of the topological
phase is the strong interactions of localized Fe 3d electrons operating on the quadratic band crossing
point of the non-interacting band structures. Such interaction driven QAH insulator is different from
the single particle band topology mechanism in experimentally realized QAH insulator, the magnetic
ion doped topological insulator film. Depending on the thickness of the nanosheet, topological
insulating state with helical-like or chiral edge states can be realized. Our work provides a realization
of the interaction-driven QAH insulating state in a realistic material.
Introduction.— The recently discovered quantum anoma-
lous Hall (QAH) insulating state is a novel topolog-
ical phase where chiral edge states conduct electric
currents dissipationlessly along the sample edge.1–9 At
present, the dissipationless transporting of QAH state
in magnetically-doped topological insulator is observed
only at extremely low temperature3 and hence its work-
ing temperature needs to be raised substantially. Accord-
ing to the seminar work of Thouless et al.10, the num-
ber of the chiral edge states is indexed by the TKNN
number or Chern number given by the integrals of the
Berry curvature of occupied states in the whole Brillouin
zone. In such non-interacting scenario, large spin-orbit
coupling (SOC)2,4–8 or noncollinear spin textures11 are
usually needed to engineer the nontrivial Berry phase
in the realistic material systems. In parallel with the
QAH insulators within non-interacting framework, there
have been growing interests in exploring it and other
topological states in interacting systems,12–18 where the
electron interactions become the driving force. If the
interaction-driven QAH state (IQAH) is realized, it will
not only significantly expand the possible material sys-
tems of QAH phase, but also apparently deepen our un-
derstanding about the topologically nontrivial phases of
many-body systems.
It has been proven that the electron interactions can
induce nontrivial topology in the ground state wavefunc-
tion of an interacting system. Raghu and co-workers12
found that in a half-filling honeycomb lattice, the next-
nearest-neighbor repulsive interaction drives the system
into a QAH insulating state. Mean-field model studies
show that the resultant QAH state is favored by the Dirac
fermions only when the second-nearest-neighbor interac-
tion is the leading repulsive force and larger than some
critical value, a condition which is usually not satisfied in
realistic material. For instance, in a possible candidate
material of the interaction-driven Dirac-QAH state6,16,19,
the bilayer heterostructure of transition metal oxides, ex-
perimental investigation did not observe the expected
QAH insulating state but a trivial Mott anitferromag-
netic (AFM) ground state18. Detailed numerical studies
found that the quantum fluctuations strongly suppress
the QAH order and the ground state is more likely to
be driven into other competing orders20. To overcome
the limitations of Dirac fermions, Sun et al.13 proposed
an interacting model which starts from a quadratic band
crossing point (QBCP) rather than the Dirac point. In
contrast to the Dirac point, the QBCP in two-dimension
has a constant density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level,
and also carries a nontrivial 2pi Berry phase. This feature
makes the QBCP fermionic system marginally unstable
and easily be driven into the QAH state even by arbitrar-
ily weak interaction.16,21 Such encouraging improvement
of the IQAH state has recently been confirmed by the un-
biased numerical exact diagonalization studies.14,15 De-
spite of these theoretical progress, there still lacks mate-
rial realization of this interaction driven topological state.
Here we predict that the recently synthesized hematite
(HM) nanosheets,22 if functionalized by halogen atoms or
hydroxyl (OH) groups, would realize a QAH state with
topological gap as large as ∼300 meV. Our hybrid density
functional calculation shows that electron interaction is
the driving force of the QAH state. The band structure
within the non-interacting single-particle approximation
contains a QBCP at the Γ point composed of the dxz and
dyz orbitals of Fe atoms. A k · p model based on these
orbitals describes well the low-energy behaviors around
the QBCP. Turning on the electron interaction leads to a
logarithmical divergence in the susceptibility of the QAH
order, implying a strong tendency to the QAH insulating
state. Therefore, our system is indeed a material can-
didate for the IQAH proposed in the QBCP fermionic
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2Figure 1. (Color online) (a) The hexagonal unit cell of
α−Fe2O3. The Fe and O atoms are denoted by brown and
red balls. The “up-up-down-down” AFM arrangement of Fe
ions are denoted by arrows.(b) Top view of the exposed {0001}
facet of Fe2O3. (c) Side view of a X/HM5/X nanosheet with X
being halogen atoms or OH groups. The X atoms are denoted
by cyan balls at the on-top site of outmost Fe atoms. (d) Fe-
O-Fe bond angles within and between the Fe bilayers. (e)
and (f) show the GGA band structures of HM2 and HM5
nanosheets, respectively. The weight of 3d orbitals on second
outmost Fe atoms (see also in Fig.4(a)) in each eigenstate is
shown by the thickness of the curves. The QBCPs at the Γ
point are high-lighted by dotted circles.
systems.13 Benefited from the ultra-high Ne´el tempera-
ture of hematite (TN ∼1000 K) and the large topological
gap, the predicted IQAH is expected to work safely above
the room temperature.
Methods.— The first-principle calculations were done
with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)23,
where projected augmented-wave (PAW) potential is
adopted.24,25 We apply the exchange-correlation func-
tional introduced by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzer-
hof (PBE)26 within generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) in the calculations. For better treatment of
the electron interaction, the hybrid density functional
(HSE06) is alternatively adopted27. In all the calcula-
tions the energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis is set as
520 eV and the forces are relaxed less than 0.01 eV/A˚.
The tight-binding model of the nanoribbon structure is
constructed by using the Maximally Localized Wannier
Functions (MLWF) method coded in WANNIER90.28
Hematite Nanosheets.— The hematite, or α-Fe2O3, is
one of the most abundant natural minerals in the earth’s
crust. Its crystal adopts a corundum structure with
the space group of R3¯c. According to the positions of
atoms, the HM crystal can be considered as an alter-
native stacking of buckled Fe2 bilayers and planar O3
layers along the [0001] direction (see in Fig.1(a)). Be-
low the Ne´el temperature (TN = 953 K), the HM crys-
tal has an “up-up-down-down” antiferromagnetic ground
state, in which the high-spin Fe3+ ions couple ferromag-
netically within the Fe bilayer and antiferromagnetically
to the neighboring Fe bilayer (see Fig.1(a) and (d)).
A Goodenough-Kanamori superexchange mechanism29,30
explains the origin of the AFM state very well: All the
Fe-O-Fe bond angles within the Fe bilayer are ∼93◦ (see
in Fig. 1(d)) and hence the Fe local moments favor the
ferromagnetic coupling, whereas between the Fe bilay-
ers the Fe-O-Fe bond angles take larger values such as
120◦ and 130◦, which favor the AFM coupling. If the
bulk crystal is cleaved, nanosheets with Fe-terminated
surfaces are obtained, which can be formally written as
the Fe-O3-[Fe2-O3]n-Fe (HMn) nanosheets. Our first-
principle calculation also verifies that the bulk “up-up-
down-down” AFM magnetic structure has been inher-
ited to the nanosheets system (see Supplement Infor-
mations (SI)). Depending on the nanosheet thickness,
there exists two distinct AFM magnetic orders regard-
ing their magnetizations at the surfaces, i.e. the parallel
magnetizations at the top and bottom surfaces for even
HM2n nanosheet and the antiparallel magnetization for
odd HM2n+1 nanosheet. In both cases, the band struc-
ture within GGA (see in Fig.1(e) and (f)) shows them an
AFM insulator with QBCPs at Γ just below the Fermi
level. Such QBCPs spanned by dxz and dyz orbitals of Fe
are protected by C3 rotation symmetry
31 together with
the composite symmetry composed by the spin pi-rotation
about the sˆx axis and the time-reversal symmetry. Each
surface of the HMn nanosheet contains one QBCP. The
spin of the QBCP is determined from the magnetization
on its locating surface. For even HM2n nanosheet the
two QBCPs are spin-degenerate, while for odd nanosheet
they are of the same spin. To bring the QBCP to the
Fermi level, we propose to remove one electron from the
system by adsorbing one halogen atom, or [OH]−1 group
to each surface. The functionalized HM nanosheet can
therefore be denoted as X/HMn/X with X being the
attached atom on its top and bottom surfaces. Thus,
within noninteracting single-particle approximation, one
can achieve the semimetal state with QBCP at Γ.
IQAH states in HM Nanosheets.— Here we show that
when fully functionalized by halogen atoms, as shown in
Fig.2(a), the X/HMn/X nanosheet will be driven into
a QAH insulating state by the electron-electron inter-
actions. For simplicity, we only show the result of the
F/HMn/F nanosheet and other X/HMn/X nanosheets
(X = Cl and OH group)32 have the similar results. The
GGA band structure without SOC is plotted in Fig.2(b)
where one can see F/HM2/F nanosheet is a zero-gap
semimetal with the conduction and valence bands touch-
ing quadratically at the Γ point. The Fermi energy
passes right through this QBCP. Atomic orbital projec-
3Figure 2. (Color online) (a) Crystal structure of the
F/HM2/F nanosheet. Arrows represent the local magnetic
momentum on the two second outer-most Fe atoms which
dominate the electronic state around the QBCP. (b) GGA
band structure without SOC. (c) Band structure with the
HSE06 functional. (d) MLWF based tight-binding band
structure a F/HM2/F ribbon.
tion of the electronic states near the QBCP indicates that
they are mainly composed of the dxz and dyz orbitals of
the second outer-most Fe atoms as marked by arrows in
Fig.2(a). The degeneracy of the dxz and dyz orbitals at
the Γ point is protected by the C3 rotation symmetry of
the nanosheets31 without the SOC. One also finds the
bands are all spin degenerate because of the nanosheet is
now an ideal AFM insulator and the two copies of QBCPs
are located on different surfaces. Inclusion of the SOC
only develops a negligible gap of 2 meV at the QBCP.
We further adopt the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
(HSE06) hybrid density functional27 to treat the elec-
tron exchange-correlation interaction more accurately
beyond the plain GGA theory. The corresponding band
structure is shown in Fig.2 (c), from which one finds
the degeneracy at Γ is lifted and a large gap of 300
meV is opened. As hinted by previous model studies on
interacting QBCP fermions13–15, the gap opened by the
hybrid density functional should be topologically non-
trivial. This fact is readily verified by calculations of a
ribbon sample with the tight-binding model constructed
from the MLWF method. In Fig.2(d) we plotted the
energy spectrum of a semi-infinite nanosheet obtained
from a recursive Green’s function calculation with one
edge. One can see a bulk gap of 300 meV and inside
of it there exist two helical-like conducting edge states
connecting the conduction and valence bands. These two
edge states are from the edges on the top and bottom
surfaces, respectively. They have opposite chirality since
the opposite magnetic moment orientation as shown
in Fig.2(a). A possible usage of these helical-like edge
Figure 3. (Color online) (a) Crystal structure of F/HM5/F
nanosheet. The ball (white) on the top-site of Fe denote the
F atoms. Arrows mark the local magnetic moment on the
Fe atoms which dominate the electronic state of the QBCPs.
(b) GGA band structure of the F/HM5/F nanosheet without
SOC. The weight of the d-orbitals from the Fe atoms marked
by arrows in (a) is represented by the thickness of the curves.
(c) Band structure with HSE06 functional. (d) Tight-binding
band structure of a F/HM5/F ribbon cutting along the a
direction. Right pannel shows the calculated anomalous Hall
conductance of the ribbon in the unit of e2/h.
states is that they allow the spin-half superconducting
pairing and thus can host the Majorana fermions, a
basic element of topological quantum computation.33
One may worry about that the helical-like edge states
in F/HM2n/F nanosheets are more vulnerable than
that of the Z2 QSH insulators since the time reversal
symmetry is broken here. We argue that such helical-like
edge states actually could be more stable as long as
the nanosheet is thick enough to block out the spin-flip
back-scattering between the chiral edge states on top
and bottom surfaces.
In contrast, in the odd number F/HM2n+1/F
nanosheets the dxz and dyz orbitals of the Fe atoms on
top and bottom surfaces generate two copies of QBCPs
with the same spin polarization (See Fig.3(b)) and hy-
bridization betwen them is allowed though it can be ne-
glected if the sheet is quite thick. Within the hybrid
density functional approximation the two QBCPs both
again open a gap of 300 meV and their Chern numbers
are added up to a value C = 2. Therefore, two chiral
edge states would flow in the same direction around the
sample’s boundary. It is found that inside the energy
window of the topological bulk gap, the Hall conductance
is quantized into two unit of e2/h as shown in the right
of Fig.3(d), confirming the Chern number C = 2 of the
system.
The above analysis lead to a conclusion that the
4F/HMn/F nanosheet is indeed driven into the QAH in-
sulating state when the electron interactions are treated
with the hybrid density functional. In previous model
studies one found the interaction-driven QAH effect is
obtained when one treats the electron interactions in
the Hartree-Fock approximation. In the hybrid density
functional scheme, a fraction of the short-range PBE ex-
change energy is mixed by the exact exchange of the
Hartree-Fock theory34. This explains why only when
the hybrid density functional is introduced instead of the
plain GGA method, does the QAH effect take place. The
mixture fraction of the exact exchange α = 0.25 (HSE06
version) used in the present work is evidently a practi-
cal choice for most materials. We have also checked that
even for a relatively smaller mixture α = 0.1, a topolog-
ical gap larger than 100 meV can be obtained, implying
the robustness of the QAH phase against the choice of α.
The k·p model.— To obtain a detailed insight into the
mechanism of such large topology gap, we construct an
effective two-orbital model based on the dxz and dyz
orbitals of the Fe atoms (see the SI), and perform a
mean-field level analysis on the mechanism underlying
the IQAH state. Up to the forth order of momentum k,
the non-interacting Hamiltonian without SOC reads,
H0(k) =
[
ak2 + bk4, (γ + γ1k
2)k2− + γ2k
4
+
†, ak2 + bk4
]
+O(k6),
(1)
where k± = kx ± iky. The spin indices are omitted be-
cause of the half-metal nature of the QBCP on one sur-
face. As shown in Fig.4(b), the ab initio band dispersion
around the Γ point is fitted very well by the effective
Hamiltonian of Eq.(1) with suitable choices of a, b, and
γi.
Now we turn on the electron interactions. We
only consider the onsite interactions since usually they
are much larger than the repulsive interactions with
longer range. Thus, the only permitted interaction is
HI=V ψˆ
†
+ψˆ+ψˆ
†
−ψˆ− with ψˆ
†
± and ψˆ± denoting the creation
and annihilation operators for the basis states |±〉. Orig-
inally this term stems from the repulsive force between
the dxz and dyz orbitals on the same Fe site. By applying
the Hartree-Fock approximation, the total Hamiltonian
H = H0 +HI is readily reduced to,
HMF = H0 − V
2
[
Oz, Ox + iOy
†, −Oz
]
, (2)
where the order parameters Oi = 〈Ψˆ†σiΨˆ〉 (i =x,y,z)
with σi being the Pauli matrices and Ψˆ =
[
ψˆ+
ψˆ−
]
. The
Oz order parameter is found to give rise to a band gap at
the QBCP (see Fig.4(d)) and the resulted gapped state
has a nonzero Chern number C = 1. In the cases of Ox or
Oy, which are also termed as nematic orders, the QBCP
is split into two Weyl points and the system remains gap-
less as shown in Fig.4(e) schematically. The tendencies
Figure 4. (Color online) (a) Charge density of the electronic
state from the QBCP. (b) Fitting of the ab initio band struc-
ture by the effective k · p model. (c) Schematic gapless band
structure near the QBCP without any Oi (i= x, y, z) order
parameter. The DOS near the Fermi level is a constant. (d)
The gapped band structure and the DOS near Γ with the
QAH order. (d) Band structure and the DOS near Γ with
the nematic order (Ox or Oy order parameter). In this case,
QBCP is split into two Weyl points which give rise to a linear
DOS proportional to energy E at the low energy regime, i.e.
DOS(E)∝ E.
to these orders are determined by their susceptibilities
defined as χi =
∂2Etot
∂O2i
, where the total energy Etot is
given by the summation of the energies of all occupied
states. At the weak-coupling limit, one easily verifies that
all three susceptibilities diverge logarithmically, indicat-
ing these symmetry-breaking orders would emerge even
at infinitsemal interactions. One further verifies there ex-
ists a relation χz = χx+χy, ensuring that the QAH order
is the leading instability as found by our ab initio calcu-
lations. The reason why the QAH order dominates over
the nematic orders is understood from the different DOS
profiles of the system within these orders. When QAH
order is developed, a full energy gap is opened and the
system gains kinetic energy from this gap opening (see
the bottom of Fig.4(d)). In contrast, when nematic or-
ders take place the QBCP is split into Weyl points, which
only deforms the DOS to a ”V”-shaped profile (see the
bottom of Fig.4(e)) rather than a full gap, making less
gain of energy.
Discussion.— The interaction QBCP fermions can also
be created in the bilayer heterostructure of transition
metal oxides16,21. It is found that the IQAH state is
possible only when the interaction strengths and spin
states are suitably chosen and the aimed magnetic ground
state is achieved. Also the fabrication of high qual-
ity bilayer heterostructure of the transition metal ox-
ides along the polar [111] direction is still a challenging
5task. For the present system, the bulk AFM ground state
with ultra-high Ne´el temperature is well verified and this
AFM ground state is expected to be maintained in the
nanosheet system as supported by our first-principles cal-
culations. The QAH state found is very stable irrelevant
to the choice of mixture parameter in HSE scheme, the
strength of SOC and the direction of spin axis. Also the
HMm nanosheet is easily synthesized through a cheap
wet-chemistry method22. Moreover, the present system
takes the advantages of quite large topological gap, rich
in the earth’s crust, providing a fascinating platform for
the IQAH states.
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